“Launching Digital Twins”

13:00 SESSION 1: The potential of Digital Twins: progress and possibilities
1. Flagship presentations:
   • Virtual tomato crops
   • Digital Future Farm
   • Me, my diet & I
2. Reflection by the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (LNV)
   This first session is open for internal and external parties to participate

14:15 Break

14:45 SESSION 2: Launching Digital Twins: challenges for finishing
1. Platform perspectives:
   • Inclusiveness
   • Methodology
2. Panel discussion with flagships
   This second session is open for WUR colleagues only

16:00 Closing

Do you want to participate?
Send an e-mail to data@wur.nl with the subject "Register DT-afternoon part 1", and/or “Register DT-afternoon part 2” after which you will receive the Outlook invite. For part 2, we only invite WUR colleagues.
The meeting will be recorded for those who are unable to attend.
Contact us via data@wur.nl to request the recording.